
Senior Committee Notes - 12/16/20 
 
Roll Call 
Hayden Kirkhart - PALM 
Dan Mascolo - YSSC 
Preston Parrish - RAYS 
Jon Mengering - CAT 
Mike Lane - H2A 
Chip Holland - SCS 
Chris Wolford - CA 
Karl Kozicki - TG 
 
Subjects of Discussion 

1.  Senior State 
-Prep work is going on.  Final meet announcement is ready. 
-Relays will be contested in prelims and will be the first event each day except the first 
day which will have a relay at the beginning and a relay at the end. 
-Sessions may be crowded, but will be accommodated accordingly. 
-Teams will be in gym area.  No chairs will be behind the blocks. 
-Chris thought the YSSC Winter Carnival was run well, but time lines were tight. 
-Every prelims event will be circle seeded. 
-Breaks will be considered after the mile and relays. 
-Jon asked about the possibility of timed finals, should the need arise. 
-Was determined that all miles be contested in prelim sessions. 
-Chris suggested that coaches have a voice in when to have breaks. 
-Dan & Mike suggested looking at entries for breaks before handing the meet over to the 
meet referee. 
-Relay breaks will be 5-10 minutes. 
-Warm-ups will be assigned. 
-Locker rooms will not be available.  Swimmers need to show up in their suits. 
 

2.  Reimbursement for Junior National Qualifiers 
-Figured out who the athletes eligible are. 
-Come up with numbers based on how many athletes are eligible, 
- Jon & Chip will report back to the committee with numbers. 
 

3.  GAIN Swimming Program 
-Mike introduced possibility of partnering with GAIN for coach education. 
-Preston & Chip also commented on initial meeting with Chris Webb from GAIN. 
-Reviewed services provided by GAIN. 
-Jon asked if we would be in breach of contract with Surge Swimming.  Chris said no 
breach of contract. 



-Mike suggested lsc paying for initial session for each club ($10 per club).  Also 
promoted GAIN newsletter and social media sites for a first look into the programs 
offered. 
-Jon asked for a survey of coaches after initial session to gauge interest before investing 
a larger sum of money.  Asked what Chip thought. 
-Chip suggested that looking at the newsletter and social media and then trying the initial 
session was a good way to form an initial impression of the program without spending a 
large amount up front if only a few clubs were going to take advantage of the offer. 
-The initial session will be promoted to all clubs initially, then will be re-evaluated. 
-Mike also suggested the promotion of the SC Swim Coaches Idea Exchange on 
Facebook for getting the word out. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 
 
 
 


